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Novel stimulation and analytical approaches employed in EEG studies of ambiguous figures
have recently been applied to binocular rivalry.The combination of intermittent stimulus pre-
sentation and EEG source imaging has begun to shed new light on the neural underpinnings
of binocular rivalry. Here, we review the basics of the intermittent paradigm and highlight
methodological issues important for interpreting previous results and designing future
experiments. We then outline current analytical approaches, including EEG microstates,
event-related potentials, and statistically based source estimation, and propose a neural
model of the sequence of brain events that may underlie different aspects of binocular
rivalry. Finally, we discuss the advantages and limitations of using binocular rivalry as a tool
to investigate the neural basis of perceptual awareness.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, binocular rivalry involves continuous (uninter-
rupted) presentation of different stimuli to the left and right
eyes. Perception stochastically alternates between these two stimuli
every few seconds (Tong et al., 2006; Sterzer et al., 2009) and is likely
to involve competition between neural signals representing each
stimulus and its associated percept. (Blake and Logothetis, 2002).
fMRI studies in humans have identified activity in frontal and pari-
etal areas in addition to early visual areas during binocular rivalry
(Lumer et al., 1998; Lumer and Rees, 1999). Single-cell recordings
in non-human primates have shown that firing rates of cells in
higher-level visual areas (in the ventral stream) are correlated with
the momentarily active percept (Leopold and Logothetis, 1996;
Logothetis et al., 1996). These measures provide complementary
spatial/temporal information: fMRI provides wide spatial coverage
(i.e., the entire brain) but with low temporal resolution, whereas
single-cell recordings provide high temporal resolution but mea-
sure activity at a limited number of spatial locations at any given
time. Here, we review an approach that affords measures with
concurrently high temporal resolution and whole brain spatial
coverage: EEG source imaging (Michel et al., 2009). Studies that
have used this analysis approach in combination with intermittent
stimulation have begun to provide fresh insights into the sequence
of neural events that contribute to different aspects of binocular
rivalry (Pitts et al., 2010; Britz et al., 2011; Britz and Pitts, 2011).

THE INTERMITTENT PARADIGM
In all binocular rivalry paradigms subjective reports are required
in order to relate measured brain activity to each percept or to
transitions between percepts. The subjective reports (usually key-
presses) are used to indicate the current percept and to index the
time at which a perceptual transition has occurred. With contin-
uous rivalry, the time intervals between the perceptual changes
themselves and the reports of such changes are likely to vary from
trial-to-trial by tens to hundreds of milliseconds. For fMRI, this
temporal jitter between percept and report is unlikely to affect

measurements of brain activity which are on the scale of sev-
eral seconds. With EEG however, such trial-to-trial variation can
obliterate event-related potentials (ERPs) and thus compromise
the advantages offered by this temporally precise measure.

To alleviate this problem, stimuli can be presented intermit-
tently (alternated with blank intervals) and EEG recordings can be
time-locked to stimulus onset instead of subjects’ reports. Influ-
enced by previous work (Orbach et al., 1963, 1966; O’Donnell
et al., 1988), Kornmeier and Bach (2004) were the first to detail
the advantages of the intermittent paradigm for the measurement
of ERPs during ambiguous figure perception. An ERP component
dubbed the “reversal negativity” (RN) was found to be associated
with perceptual changes reported by subjects while viewing the
Necker cube (Kornmeier and Bach, 2004). The RN component,
which is characterized by a negative amplitude shift for perceptual
reversals at ∼200–300 ms post-stimulus onset over the posterior
scalp, has subsequently been identified in a variety of studies using
various types of bistable stimuli including binocular rivalry (Korn-
meier and Bach, 2004, 2005; Kornmeier et al., 2007; Pitts et al.,
2007, 2009; Britz et al., 2009; Intaite et al., 2010; Britz and Pitts,
2011). In addition to the RN, an earlier component, the “reversal
positivity” (RP; ∼100–130 ms), and a later component, the “late
positive complex”(LPC; ∼400–600 ms), have also been linked with
perceptual reversals (Kornmeier and Bach, 2005; Pitts et al., 2007;
Britz et al., 2009; Britz and Pitts, 2011).

Importantly, intermittent rivalry appears to closely resemble
continuous rivalry with respect to perceptual dominance periods
and reversal rates (Britz et al., 2009; Britz et al., 2011), although to
achieve this consistency, the duration of the stimulus and the dura-
tion of the intervening blank interval must be fine-tuned. If the
stimulus duration is too long, reversals may occur within a single
presentation. If the intervening blank interval is too long, reversals
can be prevented altogether (Leopold et al., 2002; Sterzer and Rees,
2008). Conversely, if the stimulus duration or blank interval is too
brief, subjects will have trouble reporting their percepts during
each trial and the resulting ERPs (including motor potentials) for
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a given trial will overlap and thus contaminate ERPs elicited in
the subsequent trial. With these concerns in mind, most studies
have presented stimuli for durations of 600–800 ms, with 400–
600 ms blank intervals. Recently, Brascamp et al. (2009) showed
that reversal rates during intermittent rivalry become substantially
slower than continuous rivalry when the blank interval is extended
beyond ∼1.5 s. Kornmeier et al. (2007) systematically manipulated
blank interval durations (ranging from ∼15–400 ms) and found
that reversal rates for the Necker cube were reduced for very short
blank intervals (e.g., ∼15 and ∼50 ms). Taken together, previous
findings suggest that a “sweet spot” may exist between long and
short blank interval durations in which reversal rates for intermit-
tent and continuous rivalry can be made equivalent. However, a
systematic manipulation of blank interval durations ranging from
very short (e.g., <100 ms) to very long (e.g., >2 s) has not yet been
carried-out, and even though reversal rates can be made equiv-
alent, it is not yet clear whether the neural systems supporting
perceptual rivalry under each type of presentation paradigm are
exactly the same.

Perhaps the most surprising feature of the intermittent para-
digm is that perceptual reversals seem to be tightly time-locked to
stimulus onset (Orbach et al., 1963). In other words, as the stimuli
flash on-and-off, subjects perceive one of the two possible images
for a few trials, and then suddenly they experience the alternative
percept on the next flash. Subjectively, it is difficult to tell whether
the change is perceptual or physical. In fact, subjects often express
disbelief that the same stimulus is being flashed on-and-off, insist-
ing that the experimenter must be physically alternating the images
on the computer screen. At first glance, this feature of the intermit-
tent paradigm may seem to imply that reversals are exogenously,
rather than endogenously, controlled. However, the purpose of
the intermittent design is to allow control over when reversals
can occur but not whether they actually do occur. Whether a
reversal occurs or not in the intermittent paradigm (at least for
studies in which appropriately tailored blank interval durations
are employed) is determined by the same statistical properties (log
normal and gamma distributions) as in continuous rivalry.

WHAT CONDITIONS TO COMPARE AND WHY?
In the basic intermittent paradigm, subjects are instructed to
report whether their perception has changed (or remained the
same) on the current trial relative to the previous trial (Korn-
meier and Bach, 2004). These reports allow comparisons between
ERPs elicited during endogenous“reversals”versus“stability.”This
paradigm can be extended by adding a “physical alternation” or
replay condition in which unambiguous (Kornmeier and Bach,
2004) or non-rivaling stimuli (Lumer et al., 1998; Pitts et al.,
2010) are presented at rates that match those of endogenous rever-
sals. This extended design allows additional comparisons between
endogenously versus exogenously generated perceptual reversals.

By modifying how subjects report their percepts, a third (and
fourth) type of comparison is possible. Instead of having sub-
jects report perceptual changes, subjects can report whether they
perceive image A or image B during each trial. This allows addi-
tional comparisons between brain activity associated with percept
A versus percept B (Pitts et al., 2010). Notably, with this reporting
method, the same data can be re-categorized to allow comparisons

between reversals and stability. Thus, by instructing subjects to
report their percepts (A or B) during binocular rivalry and physical
alternation conditions, the same data can be used to make all four
types of comparisons: endogenous percept A versus B; exogenous
percept A versus B; endogenous reversal versus stability; exogenous
reversal versus stability (see Figure 1).

With the goal of comparing ERPs associated with percept A ver-
sus B, it is important to choose stimuli that differ on at least one
dimension that will produce measurable differences when these
stimuli are presented in physical alternation. For example, if ERPs
elicited by grating stimuli oriented at 45˚ versus 135˚ do not differ
during physical alternation, it is unlikely that ERPs associated with
percepts of these gratings will differ during binocular rivalry. To
circumvent this issue, in a recent study we presented gratings of
high versus low spatial frequencies (SF) during binocular rivalry
and during physical alternation. ERPs were already known to dif-
fer considerably for high versus low SF stimuli, so the question
was whether (and when) ERPs might differ based on percepts of
high versus low SF during rivalry. We found that the amplitude of
the C1 component (60–100 ms), which is known to be generated
in early visual cortex (V1/V2/V3), differed between the two stim-
uli during physical alternation but not between the two percepts
during rivalry, while subsequent ERPs (130–160 ms), with similar
scalp distributions as the C1, differed according to the reported
percept in both conditions (Pitts et al., 2010). This pattern of
results suggested that the same anatomically early visual areas may
play different roles in the rivalry process during different time
windows. This strategy, i.e., rivaling stimuli that are known to
produce reliable ERP differences when presented in physical alter-
nation, is likely to work for face/house rivalry, upright/inverted
face rivalry, as well as the ambiguous face/vase stimulus. Future
studies may consider adopting this strategy to help determine the
timing and brain regions involved in the resolution of different
types of perceptual rivalry.

EEG MICROSTATES AND SOURCE ANALYSES
While analysis of post-stimulus ERPs under the intermittent para-
digm has proven fruitful, EEG microstates can be used to compare
brain activity during pre-stimulus as well as post-stimulus time
periods. EEG microstates refer to brief (∼80–120 ms) periods of
quasi-stability of the scalp electrical field and provide a measure
of the momentary global state of the brain (Lehmann et al., 1987,
2009). Recently, particular microstates have been linked to activity
in large-scale functional networks at rest (Britz et al., 2010; Van De
Ville et al., 2010), indicating that they represent functionally dif-
ferent states of the mind. Also, the treatment of physically identical
stimuli has been shown to vary as a function of the pre-stimulus
EEG microstate (Kondakor et al., 1995; Mohr et al., 2005).

Using this analysis approach along with the intermittent par-
adigm, recent studies have identified two microstates during a
pre-stimulus period (−50 to 0 ms) that doubly dissociate percep-
tual reversals from perceptual stability in the upcoming trial for
both the Necker cube (Britz et al., 2009) and binocular rivalry
(Britz et al., 2011). The analysis of pre-stimulus EEG microstates
in this type of paradigm follows the notion that the different treat-
ment (e.g., reversal versus stability) of physically identical stimuli
arises from differences in the microstate immediately preceding
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FIGURE 1 | Example of the intermittent paradigm. By presenting stimuli
under binocular rivalry and physical alternation conditions and instructing
subjects to report their percepts on each trial, all four types of comparisons

are made possible: endogenous percept A versus B; exogenous percept A
versus B; endogenous reversal versus stability; exogenous reversal versus
stability.

stimulus onset. During the brief periods of quasi-stability, only
the strength (i.e., the global field power, GFP), but not the config-
uration of the scalp electrical field can vary. Because the average
duration of a microstate is ∼100 ms and it is not disrupted by the
arrival of a stimulus, the GFP maximum in the 50-ms time win-
dow prior to stimulus onset reflects the best representative sample
in terms of signal-to-noise-ratio of the pre-stimulus state. In a first
step, the microstates that dissociate two conditions (e.g., reversals
versus stability) are identified within each subject by means of a
cluster analysis. In a second step, those microstates that dissociate
the conditions between subjects are likewise identified by cluster
analysis.

By applying distributed source localization methods to these
data, we found that the pre-stimulus activity occurring prior to
perceptual reversals is likely generated in the right inferior pari-
etal cortex (Britz et al., 2009; Britz et al., 2011). The pre-stimulus
microstate associated with perceptual stability was estimated to
have generators in bilateral inferior temporal (IT) areas (Britz
et al., 2011). These results are in accordance with previous fMRI
studies (e.g., Lumer et al., 1998) that found the right inferior pari-
etal cortex to be involved in multistable perception, and single-cell
recordings (e.g., Leopold and Logothetis, 1996) that found correla-
tions between IT activity and the dominant percept. It is important
to note however that Britz et al. (2011) found IT activity to be
stronger for perceptual stability regardless of the specific percept,
whereas Leopold and Logothetis (1996) correlated IT activity in

distinct subsets of cells with each specific percept. Nevertheless, the
combination of spatial and temporal information offered by the
Electrical Neuroimaging approach allowed us to determine that
these neuronal events occurred prior to perceptual reversals, thus
narrowing down the possibilities for their functional contribution
to binocular rivalry. Like all EEG and MEG source localization
methods, distributed inverse solutions are non-unique and depend
on the implemented constraints and regularization parameters.
However, there is ample evidence from experimental and clinical
studies showing that the constraints introduced in these distrib-
uted linear inverse solutions yield reasonable results and a spatial
precision comparable to fMRI (Schulz et al., 2008; Vulliemoz et al.,
2010; Grouiller et al., 2011; Laganaro et al., 2011).

Importantly, EEG microstates identified within post-stimulus
time periods are consistent with traditional ERP components
while eliminating potential biases inherent in choosing time win-
dows and electrode locations for statistical tests (Michel et al.,
2009). For example, we identified the RN component in a binoc-
ular rivalry experiment using both traditional ERP measures and
the EEG microstate approach (Britz and Pitts, 2011). Statistical
analyses in source space suggested that the RN is generated in infe-
rior occipital–temporal cortex and that the scalp field during the
RN time window is stronger for perceptual stability than reversals,
corroborating the notion of percept stabilization in those areas
(Sterzer and Rees, 2008). Similarly, the RP component was evident
in both ERP and microstate analyses, and was estimated to have
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generators in extra-striate visual areas, while the LPC component
appeared to be generated in superior and middle temporal as well
as inferior frontal areas (Britz and Pitts, 2011).

A SEQUENCE OF NEURAL EVENTS
Based on our recent binocular rivalry experiments as well as pre-
vious ambiguous figure experiments, we can begin to map out the
spatio-temporal profile of the brain events associated with bistable
perception. The following model of the sequence of neural events
mediating perceptual rivalry is intended to serve as an initial foun-
dation for future investigations and is expected to be modified if
warranted by additional data. Figure 2 depicts the approximate
spatial locations and temporal windows in which various brain
areas have been shown to be differentially activated during bistable
perception. Along with the location and timing information, we
have listed hypothesized functional properties as well as the names
of associated ERP components (where applicable).

It is important to note that these proposed functions are based
on the types of comparisons made (e.g., reversal versus stable; per-
cept A versus B), the timing of the measured brain activity, and
logical assumptions related to the temporal sequence of events.
These functional accounts are intended to serve as preliminary
hypotheses that are testable in future studies. For example, if the
RN reflects the establishment of a new perceptual representation
and the LPC a post-perceptual appraisal of this change, the RN
should be insensitive to manipulations of task while the LPC may
vary according to task demands. Similarly, it is currently unknown
whether the percept A versus B effect (from 130 to 160 ms) is asso-
ciated with feedback from higher to lower level visual areas and
whether the timing of this effect depends on the particular type of
perceptual competition involved.

Overall, work spanning the past 5–10 years has produced con-
verging evidence regarding the timing and spatial locations of the
neural events involved in bistable perception. Now that the tempo-
ral dynamics of these components and their intracranial sources
have been identified and have been shown to be robust and reli-
able, more fine-tuned manipulations are necessary to reveal the
precise functional significance of each component. It is our hope
that this model will serve as a decent starting point.

BINOCULAR RIVALRY AND PERCEPTUAL AWARENESS
In our spatio-temporal model (Figure 2) we assume that the
pre-stimulus inferior parietal activity as well as the post-stimulus
extra-striate activity (RP) are not directly linked with perceptual
awareness. To become aware of a stimulus, the stimulus must be
present, so activity preceding stimulus onset may influence but
is unlikely to directly reflect perceptual awareness. The timing
of the RP (100–130 ms) was found to precede the signal that
diverged according to the reported percept (130–160 ms), and is
thus similarly unlikely to index awareness. The delayed activity
in anatomically early visual areas (130–160 ms), however, varied
according to perception during rivalry and is therefore a candi-
date neural correlate of perceptual awareness. Alternatively, this
delayed activity might index a non-conscious (or preconscious)
stage of processing in which the competition between percepts is
resolved but requires an interaction with higher-level visual areas
to enable the formation of a stable perceptual representation. In

FIGURE 2 | Neural model of the sequence of brain events in which EEG

differences have been found during binocular rivalry. Solid one-way
arrows indicate hypothesized feed-forward pathways, dashed one-way
arrows denote feedback connections, and double-sided arrows indicate
possible wide-spread recurrent interactions between distant brain regions.
Timing information, estimated neural generators locations, and proposed
functional contributions are listed in order of occurrence. Names of
associated ERP components are provided after each hypothesized function
(where applicable).

this latter view, the RN component (at ∼200 to 300 ms, with gen-
erators in inferior occipital–temporal cortex) would become the
primary candidate for a neural correlate of awareness. Finally,
while unlikely, the RN might index the perceptual change pre-
consciously while the LPC (with its wide-spread cortical sources)
might reflect conscious processing of the perceptual information
or maintenance of the percept in working memory. Alternatively,
the occipital–temporal activity reflected by the RN may be more
closely associated with what some theorists (e.g., Block, 2005)
have dubbed “phenomenal consciousness,” while the wide-spread
activity indexed by the LPC may represent “access consciousness.”

A notable finding with implications for perceptual aware-
ness has been the striking similarity between ERPs/microstates
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identified for binocular rivalry and those identified for ambigu-
ous figures (Britz et al., 2009; Britz and Pitts, 2011). It is often
assumed that while perceptual alternations exhibit similar charac-
teristics (e.g., reversal rates) in both cases, the underlying neural
mechanisms, especially those contributing to perceptual competi-
tion and resolution, must be different. However, as suggested more
than 10 years ago (Leopold and Logothetis, 1999), at least some of
the neural networks involved may be similar across all types of
bistable perception and these networks may reside in non-visual
areas. The pre-stimulus (microstates from −50 to 0 ms) and post-
perceptual (LPC) effects described above are consistent with this
hypothesis in that their estimated generators are located in frontal–
parietal areas. Recently, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
has been employed to test the causal role of frontal–parietal areas
in initiating perceptual reversals (Kanai et al., 2010; Zaretskaya
et al., 2010). Interestingly, disruption of activity via TMS in differ-
ent subregions of the parietal cortex appears to result in opposite
effects (increasing or decreasing reversal rates), thus suggesting
that a more complex network of parietal regions is involved in
bistable perception (Kanai et al., 2011). Inferior frontal regions
have also been implicated as playing a role in the initiation of
perceptual reversals (Sterzer and Kleinschmidt, 2007). In a recent
study, TMS applied over frontal areas was found to slow perceptual
reversals, but only when reversals were under voluntary control (de
Graaf et al., 2011). This finding is consistent with an earlier study
that found reversal rates in frontal lesion patients to be normal
during passive viewing, but impaired during a voluntary reversal
condition (Windmann et al., 2006). Clearly frontal–parietal areas
are involved in the initiation of perceptual reversals, but the precise
contribution of each region (and possibly different subregions)
appears to be complex and warrants further investigation.

Interestingly, the RN component also appears to be invariant
with respect to the type of bistability involved. One possibility is
that the neural mechanisms supporting the initiation and appraisal
of perceptual reversals are common for all types of bistable figures,
while the intermediate stages supporting stimulus/percept com-
petition and resolution vary according to the particular stimuli
involved. In this view, the RN would reflect a post-perceptual
stage of processing, while earlier activity (e.g., the delayed response
in V1/V2/V3) would index the perceptual representation. Future
experiments may be able to test this hypothesis by systematically
varying the competing features of the stimuli (e.g., orientation,
color, motion, shape, etc.) to determine which ERP/microstate
varies according to the specific features of the stimuli and thus
most closely reflect the contents of perceptual awareness.

While binocular rivalry (and ambiguous figures) are undoubt-
edly powerful vehicles for dissociating sensory input from percep-
tual experience, their potential for helping determine the neural
basis of perceptual awareness may be truncated by more direct
manipulations of awareness. For each type of comparison out-
lined above (e.g., percept A versus B, reversals versus stability)
subjects are always aware of one of the two stimuli/percepts. Thus,
a straight-forward comparison between “aware” and “unaware”
conditions is not possible. Other types of paradigms, such as the
attentional blink (Sergent et al., 2005), inattentional blindness
(Pitts et al., 2011), and backward masking (Koivisto and Revonsuo,
2010) may be more appropriate when the goal is to identify neural
events linked with conscious perception. Nevertheless, binocular
rivalry has proven to be largely successful in separating sensory
input from subjective perception and will undoubtedly continue
to be a valuable tool as our methodological techniques are further
refined.
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